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The	 compu*ng	 infrastructures	 serving	
the	 LHC	 experiments	 have	 been	
designed	 to	 cope	 at	 most	 with	 the	
average	amount	of	recorded	data	
.	

In	 order	 to	 cope	 with	 the	 produc*on	
peaks,	 the	 LHC	 experiments	 are	
exploring	 the	 opportunity	 to	 access	
Cloud	 resources	 provided	 by	 external	
partners	 or	 commercial	 providers.	

The	 usage	 peaks,	 as	 already	 observed	 in	
Run1,	may	however	originate	large	backlogs,	
thus	 delaying	 the	 comple*on	 of	 the	 data	
reconstruc*on	 and	 ul*mately	 the	 data	
availability	for	physics	analysis	

	

DynFarm	framework	architecture	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Dynamic	Extension	of	the	Bologna	Local	Farm	
	
Step	0:	virtualiza*on	
•  Used	custom	light-weight	images	
•  Based	on	exis*ng	Tier-3	configura*ons	

Step	1	:	extending	Bologna	Local	Farm	
•  Adding	sta*c	nodes	to	the	farm	and	accessing	them	through	a	

test	LSF	queue	
•  Tes*ng	the	LSF	dynamic	extension	

Step	2:	extending	Tier-3	Grid	site	to	CNAF	OpenStack	
•  Plug	 VM	 instan*ated	 on	 OpenStack	 into	 a	 Grid	 produc*on	

queue	

The	Extended	Tier3	configura0on	
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SubmiJed	4	tasks	made	of	200	jobs	each:		
-		Produc*on	version	of	CMS	soAware		
(CMSSW_7_4_4,	miniAOD	crea*on	workflow)		
-		Custom	lightweight	image	over		Quadcore,	
8GB	RAM	VMs		
	
Tested	in	tougher	environment,	memory	
demanding	jobs		
-  Special	CMS	soAware	version	for	upgrade		
				(CMSSW_6_2_0_SLHC26_patch2,	DT	RECO)	
-  Same	image	over	Quadcore,	12GB	RAM	VMs		

Test	done	using	HammerCloud	
With	four	Quadcore,		
12GB	RAM	VMs		
	
UserAnalisys	jobs:	
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Elastic extension of a CMS Computing 
Centre resources on external Clouds
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◦ A configuration server provides the VM at boot with all 
needed info (configs, addresses,…)

◦ A VPN server is then contacted by the VM in order to  be 
registered in the private network

◦ A VPN tunnel connects VMs and a VPN server
◦ A GRE tunnel enable the connection among the VMs and 

necessary services (LSF server, CE, ...)
◦ As soon as the configuration is completed, LSF Master 

sees the new node and start sending jobs

Cloud Bursting: extending an 
existing site’s batch system to 
external resources

Access a newly defined Cloud-based 
WLCG site through experiments 
Workload Management Tools

Goal: use the Bologna Tier 3 and the INFN-CNAF Openstack infrastructure as a testbed 
for:

Dynamic resources provisioning:
In order to cope with the request 
peaks, INFN- along the lines followed 
by other WLCG sites – is exploring the 
opportunity to access Cloud 
resources provided by external 
partners or commercial providers

Scientific experiments nowadays require ever-
increasing computing resources, and often they 
work in a "burst" modality in which there are 
periods of peak usage where resource usage 
greatly increases with respect to periods of 
"normal“ usage. 
Traditional scientific (non-commercial) 
computing centres (CC) may find it difficult to 
size themselves so that they may absorb the peak 
usage of the experiments without generating 
excessively long queues.

Dynamically allocating new resources inside a farm (image definition, 
dynamic rebalancing of resources in a multi-VO CC) 

Extending a batch system working in a LAN (e.g. LSF) to external 
resources (CNAF Openstack)

Redefining a brand new, Cloud-based, Tier 3 Site inside CNAF 
Openstack

Custom, «lightweight» images
Relying where possible on remote services (CVMFS: no local 
installation of experiment tools or EMI Grid Software)
Re-using whenever possible existing Tier3 configurations
Direct access to local storage (Local Farm use case)

New nodes seen as “normal” Tier-3 nodes from Grid submission
Completely transparent for the experiment tools: used in the production 
system!
Removed GPFS direct access: low bandwidth access reduces overall 
performances of the storage as a whole

LSF does not support 
natively any dynamic 
extension!

Jobs spread among physical nodes and plugged VMs
About 5% reached the virtual nodes

No failure observed!
Very good CPU efficiency!

Using the Bologna Tier3 setup we created a brand new, decoupled CMS site «as 
a service» in Openstack: T3_IT_BolognaCloud

The site was accessed though the standard CMS  WM tools in 2 configurations:
Crab2 + Custom GlideInWMS + Openstack Havana

Crab3 + CERN Integration Test Bed (ITB) GlideInWMS + Openstack Juno

Tested in tougher environment, memory demanding jobs
- Special CMS software version for upgrade 

(CMSSW_6_2_0_SLHC26_patch2, DT RECO)
- Same image over Quadcore, 12GB RAM VMs

The Bologna Tier 3 has been a realistic use case for the CNAF OpenStack infrastructure
The LSF extension served as development environment for the tools and setup used for 

Tier1 extension over ARUBA commercial resources
After this successful experience, the Bologna Tier 3 is evaluating to become a pure Cloud 

site in order to reduce maintenance costs and profit from the CNAF Tier1 infrastructure
Tests are on-going to have a general image for multi-VO purposes

What was this for?

Used in the production 
system!

Submitted >3000 CMS jobs
CMSSW_7_4_4, 
miniAOD creation 
workflow from ttbar
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Submitted 4 task made of 200 jobs each:
- Production version of CMS software 

(CMSSW_7_4_4, miniAOD creation 
workflow)

- Custom lightweight image over 
Quadcore, 8GB RAM VMs

No job failure observed!
Very good job efficiency!
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Used	in	the	Produc*on	System:		
more	than	3000	CMS	jobs	completed	vith	

very	good	efficiency		

	
The	Bologna	Tier-3	has	been	a	realis0c	use	case	for	the	CNAF	OpenStack	
infrastructure.	 The	 LSF	 Dynfarm	 extension	 served	 as	 development	
environment	for	the	tools	and	setup.	
AAer	 this	 successful	 experience,	 the	 Bologna	 Tier-3	 is	 evalua*ng	 to	
become	a	pure	Cloud	site	in	order	to	reduce	maintenance	costs	and	profit	
from	the	CNAF	Tier-1	infrastructure	
	

As	soon	as	the	configura*on	is	completed,	LSF	
Master	sees	the	new	node	and	start	sending	jobs	

VPN	tunnel	
connects	VMs	and	
a	VPN	server	

A	GRE	tunnel	enables	the	
connec*on	among	the	VMs	
and	necessary	services	(LSF	
server,	CE,	...)	
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Results	are	
comparable	
with	real	
Worker	
Nodes	

WallClock	*me	 CPU	efficiency	 Event	Rate	

WallClock	*me	 CPU	efficiency	 Event	Rate	

mean:	185s		 mean:	25%		 mean:	0.6	evt/s	

mean:	820s		 mean:	80%		 mean:	0.03	evt/s	

mean:	
87%	

CPU	efficiency	


